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Abstract
Proactive approaches to software product line engineering slow its adoption by requiring
substantial up-front effort and abrupt transition from an organization’s existing practices. To lower
the adoption barrier, we contribute a lightweight framework for extracting, modeling, and
analyzing a software product line’s requirements assets. We introduce the notion of functional
requirements profiles (FRPs) according to the linguistic characterization of a domain’s actionoriented concerns, and show that FRPs can be extracted from a natural language document based
on domain-aware lexical affinities that bear a verb-DO (direct object) relation. We then use
Fillmore’s case theory to analyze each FRP’s semantics so as to model the product line’s
variability and constraints. We also leverage formal concept analysis to study the modularity and
interactions between functional and quality requirements. Several empirical studies are described
to show that our framework complements contemporary methods by enabling engineers to develop
domain models more easily.
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